PE sport funding
The government is providing funding of £150 million per annum to provide
new substantial school sport opportunities. This money will go directly to
Primary School Headteachers to spend on improving the quality of sport
and PE for all their children.
Here at Carlton Academy PE & Sport plays an important role in making our
mission statement a reality for every pupil. We want to ‘Create a Haven in
which children flourish’. This Haven may well be in the sporting
opportunities and physical activities our school provides.
As our school expands and our children mature so does our passion for
children to develop the important qualities that come through participating
in PE and sport, qualities such as; discipline, resilience, communication,
team work, and ambition, leading to improved concentration, attitude, and
academic achievement.
For the academic year 2016/2017 our funding will be £8,900 and we plan
on utilizing this money in the following ways.
Nature of Support
High Quality Physical Education: Raising standards of all our
children in Physical education.
After having 2 successful years working with the services from the “School
and Sports Partnership”, which includes specialist multi-skill coaches
(Multisport Pro), we have decided to utilize their skills and passion for
another year. We hope to integrate the after-school provision they provide
the children as an opportunity to work alongside our primary teachers to
achieve high quality teaching and learning in lessons and in the other after
school clubs. They will also provide teacher lesson plans to make sure
there is a continuity of high quality PE provision throughout the school in
any lesson.
Competitive School Sport
We hope to give our Year 3’s the opportunity to take part in competitive
opportunities throughout the year to get them used to this area for later on
in school life.
Healthy Active Lifestyles

Ensuring all our children have access to regular exercise through a range of
different schemes.
New equipment
An investment in new KS2 equipment is paramount to ensuring rich
provision of PE. As our school grows so should the access to a range of
equipment to suit the many different interests of our children.
Self- Review & Quality Assurance:
Measuring the impact of the funding through termly reviews and the
support of other professionals.
We believe that this demonstrates excellent use of the funding at Carlton
Academy and adds to our ethos of ‘Creating a Haven in which children
flourish.’ . We will continue to look for other ways in which the sporting
provision can be improved and how we can develop the delivery of the
curriculum, especially as our school continues to grow and the interests of
our children grows wider.

